
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 

Create a card blank from teal cardstock to measure, 21 x 18cm and place in front of you with the fold on the left.  
Cut a piece of canvas paper to measure 20 x 17cm and apply a light coat of Antique Linen Distress Paint over the surface. Dry the paint thoroughly. 
Using the Walnut Stain Distress Crayon, add some color to the painted card surface to create a more worn and vintage look to the paper, using your 
fingertip to blend the crayon. 
Ink the edges of the card with Walnut Stain Distress Ink. 
Apply small amounts of Collage Glue around the edges of the painted card and using the gold foil from the Transfer Foil pack, press the foil (shiny 
side uppermost) over the top of the glue to leave a shimmer of foil along the edge. 
Using a palette knife, add Texture Paste to all four corners of the card applying it through the Oscillations stencil. Leave to dry. 
Matt the card onto a piece of black card, leaving a border around the edge. Mount the matted layers onto the teal card blank. 
Cut a piece of white stamping card, 13 x 16cm. Apply a coat of Tim Holtz Collage Medium over the surface of the card before sprinkling a small 
amount of the A Bit Jaded Infusions over the medium. Load your brush with some more medium and apply to the card, painting out the Infusions 
crystals to create your background. 
Once the background is dry, flick small amounts of Gold Foil Spray over the surface and again dry thoroughly before adding paint scratches to each 
corner of the card, using a ruler dipped in Picket Fence Distress Paint. Set aside to dry before matting onto a piece of gold mirror card, followed by 
black card ~ each time leaving a border showing around the outside. 
Use the Sun Fire die to die cut three individual images from white card. Also die cut one Flower Frolic piece from another piece of white card. 
Blend Picked Raspberry and Spiced Marmalade Distress Ink over the surface of the flower heads of each die cut. Blend Peeled Paint over the stems 
and also the Flower Frolic die cut. 
Take one of the die cuts and cut away the stems and the stamens to leave just the flower head and then using foam pads, attach the flower head 
placing it over the top of one of the complete Sun Fire die cuts to create a layered dimensional flower. 
Paint the stamens of each flower using Metallique Gold Rush Paint and add Black Soot to the ends. Also add some dots to the centres of the flowers 
with the gold and black paint.  
At this point also dry brush a small amount of the paint over the stems and the Flower Frolic die cut, leaving some of the green showing through but 
just adding a slight shimmer of paint. 
Arrange and attach your die cuts on the right hand side of your background. 
Wrap a piece of twine around the bottom section of the matted layers of card, securing the ends at the back. 
Mount your matted card layers onto your covered card blank, using foam pads to attach. 
Create a small bow from Linen Ribbon and together with a small amount of sisal, attach to where the stems of the die cut flowers meet at the bottom 
of the card. 
Cut a panel of linen from the Tim Holtz Textile Surfaces pack to measure, 2.5 x 5cm. The linen is self adhesive, so once you remove the backing, 
mount this onto a piece of card. 
Ink up the “You Are Incredible” stamp from the Words Of Kindness stamp set using Jet Black Archival Ink and stamp the wording onto the linen 
panel. Ink the edges of the linen with Walnut Stain ink. 
Attach the message using foam pads to the left of the flower arrangement. 
Using gold sequins from the 28 Lilac Lane sequin tin and stick them onto your background, placing them around the flowers. 
Finally, add four pearls from the Birds of a Feather Embellishments to each corner of the background card. 
 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Emma Williams 

Penny Black Products Used:  51-121 Sun Fire, 30-353 Words of 

Kindness, 51-119 Flower Frolic, 25-014 Oscillations 

Additional Products: White Canvas Paper, White Stamping Card, Teal 

Card, Black Card, Tim Holtz Textile Surfaces, Tim Holtz Antique Linen, Picket 

Fence and Black Soot Distress Paint, Tim Holtz Walnut Stain, Picked Raspberry, 

Spiced Marmalade, Peeled Paint Distress Ink, Tim Holtz Distress Crayons Set 3, 

Ranger Texture Paste, PaperArtsy Infusions A Bit Jaded, Tim Holtz Matte 

Collage Medium, Jet Black Archival Ink, Neutrals 28 Lilac Lane Sequin Tin, 

Twine, Linen Ribbon, Floristry Sisal, Finnabair Art Alchemy Metallique Gold 

Rush Paint, Prima Gold Foil Color Bloom Spray, Ranger Foil Transfer Sheets 

Vintage, Ranger Collage Glue, Birds of a Feather 28 Lilac Lane Embellishment 

Bottle; Other: Blending Tool, 3D Foam Squares, Heat Tool, Paintbrush, Palette 

Knife 

 

 

 

 

 


